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Princeton University Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 155 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Reading Public Romanticism is a significant new example of
the linking of esthetics and historical criticism. Here Paul Magnuson locates Romantic poetry within
a public discourse that combines politics and esthetics, nationalism and domesticity, sexuality and
morality, law and legitimacy. Building on his well-regarded previous work, Magnuson practices a
methodology of close historical reading by identifying precise versions of poems, reading their
rhetoric of allusion and quotation in the contexts of their original publication, and describing their
public genres, such as the letter. He studies the author s public signature or motto, the forms and
significance of address used in poems, and the resonances of poetic language and tropes in the
public debates. According to Magnuson, reading locations means reading the writing that
surrounds a poem, the paratext or frame of the esthetic boundary. In their particular locations in
the public discourse, romantic poems are illocutionary speech acts that take a stand on public
issues and legitimate their authors both as public characters and as writers. He traces the public
significance of canonical poems commonly considered as lyrics with little...
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The publication is great and fantastic. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to planning to go through yet again yet again down the
road. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson-- Ja m a r cus Runolfsson

It is really an awesome ebook that I have ever read. It typically fails to expense a lot of. I am very easily can get a enjoyment of studying a written ebook.
-- Delphia  Fa y-- Delphia  Fa y
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